
December Newsletter

Hello from the YPLO team,
Tanya, Jaime and Eleni.

2021

Find the Santa hat
on each page!

Pictured above, L to R- Daniel,
Anthony, Robbie, Morgan, Jarrad,

Mary, Wayne, Trevor, Kathy,
Jocelyn, Jess, Sandrine, Allison,

Terina and Macca.



The YPLO team would like thank all members for choosing YPLO this year,
we hope to see you in 2022. We hope you have enjoyed the year, please let

us know if you have any suggestions for future group ideas. We love
incorporating your ideas into YPLO programs!

 

We would also like to say a massive thank you to our volunteers that
have helped us this year. We appreciate all the hard work you guys put in.

We hope you join us next year for more fun! Finally, farewell to Allison
our student placement. Members have loved having you in group!

Office hours- 9am to 4pm Monday to ThursdayOffice hours- 9am to 4pm Monday to Thursday
  

57 Main street Minlaton, 557557 Main street Minlaton, 5575
Phone: (08) 88533834 or 0400532552Phone: (08) 88533834 or 0400532552

Email: Ypleisureoptions@yorke.sa.gov.auEmail: Ypleisureoptions@yorke.sa.gov.au  
  

Centre-based groups Tuesday to FridayCentre-based groups Tuesday to Friday
  

Check out our Instagram and Facebook page
(@ypleisureoptions) for all the latest updates. 

For an overview of YPLO's future goals view
the Strategic Management Plan. This

document is located on the Yorke Peninsula
Council's website!

A YPLO Website is coming soon! Tell us what
you want to see on it!

Halloween 2021! Members learnt the Thriller dance in Living Skills. Charlotte and Kelly from Footlight Dance
Company were great teachers, members had a lot of fun! 

From L to R-  Trevor, Kane, Robbie, Clayton, Jaime, Jarrad, Charlotte, Anita, Astrid, Emily, Jess, Tanya and Eleni.



Some of my favourite moments from 2021 are;

The Footy Trip - Thursday night footy has never looked so good! With dinner and seating within

Adelaide Oval's corporate club, we had a great view to watch Port Adelaide play!

Accommodation at The Quest on Franklin meant we had a fairly short drive after the match too!

Planting natives at Hardwicke Bay with year 9 students from PAC was another great day out of

the office, plus we were able to work alongside Yorke Peninsula Council's Environment Officer,

Letitia, to plant  stock from YPLO's Native Nursery where it was needed most to protect our

beautiful coast.

Being able to spend some days at the Nursery in Yorketown and test out my knowledge of

native plants is always a delight, pittosporum (native apricots) are one of my favourite natives. I

love spotting them in flower in winter along the roadside and seeing the little apricot looking

seed emerge on these spectacular weeping trees.

I loved speaking with Kayleen from the Pt Pearce community, an amazing woman who

welcomed us all to Pt Pearce and shared stories about the history and the work that is being

done to keep these memories in the present. We also received a wonderful welcome from

Michael Wanganeen  at Nharangga Aboriginal Progress Association who shared his football

history with us and resources to learn Nharangga language. Members were inspired by meeting

Michael and went along to the first indigenous local footy round the following weekend -

fantastic to hear what we learn and share at YPLO extends into members everyday lives.

Meeting new members and their families is always a wonderful privilege, seeing the growth in

social skills and interactions with others, finding out what makes them laugh out loud and

creating some new memories with new friends is an amazing part of being in YPLO!

Thank you for being the part of my 2021 that gives me so much joy.

Best wishes, Tanya 

Message from the coordinator

Wow, what a year 2021 has been!

How it started back on the 27th of January,

with myself and staff from council providing

support to how it is going today with the

addition of two amazing people who provide

support, guidance and lots of laughter!

Reflecting back on this year there is so much to smile about and be very thankful for!



This year Leisure Options went to Hahndorf for our annual trip. Over
the 3 days (17-19th November) we did a lot! We stayed at the Hahndorf

resort, just out of Hahndorf, members commented on how nice the
accommodation was. The main attractions were strawberry picking at
Beerenberg, the Birdwood Motor Museum, Melba's Chocolate factory
and the Hahndorf Inn for an authentic German experience. On our last
day we went into the city and attended the Our Voice SA conference
at The Hilton hotel. This event was organised and run by people living

with a disability, they talked about advocating for themselves and
their community. The overall message was very empowering and it was

a great opportunity for members to mingle with others outside of
their own local community. From the feedback forms the members
filled out we are able to see that the members really enjoyed their

time away, with all of them saying that they felt supported.  
Members are already starting to plan our next trip!

ANNUAL
TRIP 2021

Kane on the YPLO gopher, kindly donated by Mr. Almond from Pt. Victoria.



L to R- Tanya, Jess, Trevor, Luke, Kay, Richelle, Robbie,
Emily, Daniel, Macca, Eleni, Morgan, Mary, Cameron,

Wayne, Jaime, Kane and Clayton. 

Kay eating her pancakes 
and strawberries. 

Trevor at OVSA.

Eleni and Clayton.

Richelle and Luke. Cameron and his harvest. 
Daniel, Kay, Clayton and

 Jess at Melba's. 



Emily and Clayton

Jaime, Clayton and Emily

Kane and Clayton

Kay and Clayton Clayton and Eleni Clayton and Richelle



Woodshed
In the wood shed this term we finished off an order of 12

Pygmy Possum Boxes, theses little boxes turned out
"soooooooo cute!!" as quoted by Michele who ordered

them. A very special thanks to Michelle Bain
@yondahbeachhouse for the support in the last 6 months

giving us this great project, we made a total of 3 Owl, 12
Pygmy Possum and 10 misc nesting boxes for the wildlife

on Michele's property on the SYP.
 
 
 

Our pallet chairs have been a big hit with our group with continuous orders
coming in all the time. Emily and Richelle have just about got them down pat! 

PAC boys have even had helped us with these chairs this term. 
 

The wood shed group has made over 125 pallet chairs in total over the last few
years, with more orders to be completed in the new year.  

 

Cameron completed his Tile Coffee Table
which finished up looking amazing! PAC boys helping us in the shed.

Richelle and Emily making boxes.

Cam finishing his coffee table. 



We were very busy in art and crafts this term, finishing up projects,
hanging out with PAC boys, doing crafts focusing on recycling with
Sandrine and Terina (Relationships Australia art therapists), and

finally Christmas crafts! Members are doing a great job building their
skills and trying new things. Their enthusiasm towards tasks is great
and you can really see it in their work! Very proud of everyone and I

cannot wait to see what we produce next year. 

AR T
AND CRA F T

L to R- Jocelyn and Jarrad with his fabric bowl. Trevor, Morgan and Robbie painting. Macca with
his pine cone art. Mary experimenting with oil pastels on black paper. Daniel and Jocelyn focused

on the end product. Robbie busy colouring his rooster. 



Cooking
Group!

We continued our focus on healthy eating this
term , looking specifically at high sugar

alternatives. The overall winners were the Asian
noodle salad, veggie bake and pavlova with plenty
of fruit. We had the PAC boys with us for two of
the cooking groups, they helped us prepare and

cook the dishes, as well as set up the tables. They
also dressed up with us for the Melbourne Cup,

we all watched it together. Macca won the
sweepstakes. We look forward to hanging out

with them again next year!
 

Next years program
will be given out at the

start of the term, if
you have any ideas for
new *healthy* dishes,
please let me know! 

YPLO and the PAC crew on Melbourne Cup day!Trevor and Astrid making salad. 

Robbie cutting up veggies.

Eleni and Jarrad.



Living Skills

Clayton, Jaime, Kane and Astrid.

Jess walking down the jetty. Jaime, Clayton and Matt. Trevor practicing his handwriting. Kane and Clayton.

This term in Living Skills we focused heavily on advocating for our rights. Visiting the Our
Voice SA (OVSA) conference and listening to others who spoke out about similar lived
experiences was very empowering for the group. They commented on how they related,
and what they can do in the community to gain more independence and support. Kelly

and Charlotte from Footlight Dance Company came into group and taught us the Thriller
dance. We also looked at the environment and why we need to keep the oceans clean,
this was followed by a trip to Pt. Rickaby to go fishing.  Jarrad (pictured to the left)
caught 2 pufferfish, we let them go. For the last group of the year we made Christmas

cards and presents for family, we reflected on the year that has been and members talked
about what they really liked/ didn't really like. We have brainstormed some ideas for next

years groups but please contact us if you have any more ideas!

Trevor (Dracula), Kane (John Wayne), Robbie (Homer), Clayton (Marge), Jaime (Scarecrow), Jarrad, Charlotte,
Anita (Black Widow), Astrid (Witch), Emily (Mermaid), Jess, Tanya (Vampire) and Eleni (60's zombie).

Emily teaching Jarrad how to change an iPad background.

Zoom call with Gavin Burner from OVSA.

Jarrad with his pufferfish.



This term was a short term for Fun & Games, as we had
so much happening including our Annual Trip and our
Christmas Shopping Trip which overlapped our days.

 
We  managed to get a day out where we went to the oval

and did some outdoor experiments. We had a look at
what would happen if we stuck sharp pencils through a
sealed bag of water. I recommend giving this one a go at
home (outside) and see what happens! We dipped inked
paper in water and watched the ink run in to some cool
patterns and then turned them into hanging butterflies

(chromatography).
 

We also had a day of music, dancing and singalongs
and some even decorated some rocks.

Anthony with his ink butterfly.

Kay with her decorated rocks. 

Robbie with his butterflies.

Kay, Robbie and Clayton with their creations. Trevor with his decorated rocks. 

Wayne with liquid experiment

Clayton with butterfliesJarrad with butterflies



 
This term we have been getting ready for the warmer weather! This included

putting up a gazebo for extra shade as well as upgrading our irrigation
system so it waters the plants thoroughly. Members have been busy planting
seeds, splitting our native trees and pulling out weeds. We are working on a

new system of labelling to make it easier for members (and workers) to
identify what each plant is and what conditions it needs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The 20 year celebration of trees will  be happening in February of next year,
exact date TBA. We will have more information to come after the holidays! We

would love the communities support- please let everyone know. 

Trees Group

Astrid, Clayton and Jarrad. Macca drinking his tea. Robbie showing off his pot. 



Holiday FUN Program
In our Making Gifts day we made some gingerbread!

We used a recipe from Western Star Butter to make our
gingerbread and then followed the below directions to make a
Christmas Tree!

125 g Western Star Original Butter
⅓ cup (75 g) firmly packed brown sugar
⅓ cup (80 ml) golden syrup
1 egg
2 ½ cups (375 g) plain flour
1 tablespoon ground ginger
2 teaspoons cinnamon
2 teaspoons cinnamon
¼ teaspoon ground cloves
1 teaspoon bicarbonate of soda
Hundreds and thousands
Red ready-to-roll fondant
Star cutter set to include 4 cm, 6 cm, 7 cm, 8 cm and 9 cm cutters 

Ingredients

Method
1.   Melt salted butter, brown sugar and golden syrup together in a saucepan, stirring until smooth.

Cool slightly.

2.   Whisk egg and butter mixture in a large bowl. Sift flour, spices and bicarbonate of soda over the

butter mixture and mix until combined into a smooth dough. Flatten into a disc shape, cover with

plastic wrap and refrigerate for 1 hour or until just firm.

3.   Divide dough in half. Roll each half between sheets of baking paper until 5 mm thick. Refrigerate

for 30 minutes.

4.   Preheat oven to 180°C / 160°C fan forced. Line baking trays with baking paper.

5.   Using the cookie cutters, cut eight stars for each cutter size (4 cm, 6 cm, 7 cm, 8 cm 9 cm stars)

from dough. You will have 40 stars in total. Cut out an extra four 4 cm stars to use to top the tree.

Transfer stars to prepared trays. You will need to re-roll the dough several times to get the correct

number of stars. Bake stars for 10-12 minutes. Cool on trays.

6.   Meanwhile, make royal icing. Beat egg white until foamy then gradually beat in icing sugar until

smooth and spreadable.

7.   Reserve 4 of the 4 cm stars and set aside. For the remaining stars, working with one star at a time,

spread with royal icing and dip into a bowl containing hundreds and thousands. Set aside to set.

8.   While the iced stars are setting, roll out the fondant to 1 cm thick. Using the 4 cm star cutter, cut

out 4 fondant stars. Attach them to the reserved 4 cm gingerbread stars with a little royal icing. Set

aside.

9.   Assemble trees by joining each star offsetting slightly with another same-sized star. Continue

stacking with the stars grading from the largest at the bottom reducing in star size as you stack until

you have 4 trees. Top each tree with the red fondant stars standing upright. If you have any royal icing

remaining, add a little bit of the icing to the tips of some of the stars to look like snow dripping off the

tree



Christmas is celebrated annually on the 25th of December. On this

day, Christians celebrate the birth of Jesus, God's son, in Bethlehem.

Jesus was born to parents Mary and Joseph, who returned to

Bethlehem under an order for all people to return to their home towns

so they could be taxed. There was no room at any of the inns, so Mary

gave birth to Jesus in a manger. Angels appears to shepherds in the

field, singing praises that the Saviour had been born. 

Find-a-word 

CHRISTMAS

Instructions: Find the underlined words in the above find-a-word.
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Christmas Coordinate Grid
Locate each winter icon and write the coordinates of its point.
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Term One 2022



Book Early for Holiday FUN
Activities & Excursion & Lots of FUN!



Yorke Peninsula Leisure Options
2021                       

See you in 2022!


